
SOVIET COMMUNISM IN GEORGE ORWELLS ANIMAL FARM

Animal Farm is an allegorical novella by George Orwell, first published in England on 17 The Soviet Union, he believed,
had become a brutal dictatorship, built upon a cult of personality and enforced by a reign of terror. In a letter to Yvonne.

At first, he is used to acquire necessities that cannot be produced on the farm, such as dog biscuits and paraffin
wax , but later he procures luxuries like alcohol for the pigs. Using Orwell's works to make generalised attacks
on the left is problematic, even for the two novels championed thus - while Animal Farm is very clearly a
deserved satire on the Soviet Union, its greatest criticism of the Russian leaders is that they sold out socialist
principle to accommodate themselves with capitalist countries "The creatures outside looked from pig to man,
and from man to pig, and from pig to man again; but already it was impossible to say which was which. So far
as the daily newspapers go, this is easy to understand. They have accepted the principle that a book should be
published or suppressed, praised or damned, not on its merits but according to political expediency. Austerity
After the financial crash, most countries reduced spending to avoid disaster. On October 24, , Lenin and his
collaborators launched a successful, full-scale coup against the provisional government, which came to be
known as the October Revolution. Table of Contents Context George Orwell was the pen name of Eric Blair, a
British political novelist and essayist whose pointed criticisms of political oppression propelled him into
prominence toward the middle of the twentieth century. I found myself defending the Daily Worker, which
has gone out of its way to libel me more than once. Frederick, a neighbouring farmer, attacks the farm, using
blasting powder to blow up the restored windmill. This comic was not published in the U. Stalin is sacrosanct
and certain aspects of his policy must not be seriously discussed. Although the first edition allowed space for
the preface, it was not included, [37] and as of June most editions of the book have not included it. The
animals work harder with the promise of easier lives with the windmill. Stalin, a crafty and manipulative
politician, soon banished Trotsky, an idealistic proponent of international communism. This is the war in
which George Orwell fought, against fascism but also against the Soviets. No animal shall wear clothes.
Frederick seems like an ally of Napoleon's, but his forged banknotes reveal his true character. To name one
instance. As Animalism imagines a world where all animals share in the prosperity of the farm, Communism
argues that a "communal" way of life will allow all people to live lives of economic equality. It is very rare for
anything of an anti-Catholic tendency to appear on the stage or in a film. It seems to me that a reviewer should
have the courage to identify Napoleon with Stalin, and Snowball with Trotsky, and express an opinion
favourable or unfavourable to the author, upon a political ground. This motivated Orwell to expose and
strongly condemn what he saw as the Stalinist corruption of the original socialist ideals. In , E. On the other
side there was an equally huge and almost equally dishonest stream of pro-Russian propaganda, and what
amounted to a boycott on anyone who tried to discuss all-important questions in a grown-up manner. The
cows â€” The cows are enticed into the revolution by promises that their milk will not be stolen, but can be
used to raise their own calves. But where had these people learned this essentially totalitarian outlook? In the
preface of a Ukrainian edition of Animal Farm, he explained how escaping the communist purges in Spain
taught him "how easily totalitarian propaganda can control the opinion of enlightened people in democratic
countries". This may well be true, but it is obviously not me whole of the story.


